<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Auto-Match  | MARK FRASIER SCHOLARSHIP                 | 1) Students enrolled in the College of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences  
2) Enrolled in the MSPro program with a concentration in human anatomy                                | Graduate       | Biomedical Sciences    | Fall 2020 |
| Apply-To    | LISA MARIE CRAFT MEMORIAL GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP | 1) Must be an individual with a DVM degree who is engaged in postgraduate training  
2) Must be involved in the application of results from environmental health or microbiology research  
3) Must demonstrate financial need as established by the Office of Financial Aid of Colorado State University (Scholarship shall be renewable if the recipient continues to meet all criteria) | Graduate       | DVM                    | Fall 2020 |
| Apply-To    | MITZY H. YOUNT MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP      | 1) To an individual with a DVM degree who is engaged in postgraduate training  
2) Must have completed one full semester at CSU in the graduate program for industrial hygiene  
3) Demonstrate an intention to enter radiation health, health physics, radiology or radiation biology as a career | Graduate       | ERHS                   | Fall 2020 |
| Apply-To    | DR. ROBERT AND NANCY PHILLIPS SCHOLARSHIP | 1) Must be a graduate student  
2) Must be involved in the application of results from environmental health or microbiology research  
3) Must demonstrate financial need as established by the Office of Student Financial Services of CSU  
4) Preference shall be given to students who demonstrate financial need as determined by the office of Financial Aid of Colorado State University | Graduate       | ERHS                   | Fall 2020 |
| Apply-To    | CARLTON SUNDBERG MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP     | 1) Senior or graduate veterinary medical student  
2) Studies or research pertaining to animal work potentially benefiting human medical purposes  
3) Deserving and worthy student                                                                                       | Graduate       | DVM                    | Fall 2020 |
| Apply-To    | REGINALD L. GOTCHY, Ph.D. AND DAVID E. McCURDY, Ph.D. SCHOLARSHIP | 1) Outstanding full-time students enrolled in the Radiological Health Sciences program with a concentration in Health Physics  
2) Maintain a minimum overall 3.5 GPA  
3) Preference shall be given to a student who demonstrates financial need as established by the Office of Financial Aid  
(Scholarship may be renewable if the recipient continues to meet all criteria) | Graduate       | ERHS                   | Fall 2020 |
| Apply-To    | URANIUM ONE SCHOLARSHIP                   | 1) Enrolled as full-time graduate students in the Department of Environmental and Radiological Health Sciences in the College of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences  
2) Demonstrate financial need as established by the Office of Student Financial Services of CSU  
3) Be in good academic standing  
4) Demonstrate an intention to enter radiation health, health physics, radiology or radiation biology as a career | Graduate       | ERHS                   | Fall 2020 |
| Apply-To    | CSU RADIATION HEALTH SCHOLARSHIP          | 1) Student enrolled half-time or more in the Industrial Hygiene Graduate Program  
2) Must have completed one full semester at CSU in the graduate program for industrial hygiene                                                                                           | Graduate       | ERHS                   | Fall 2020 |
| Auto-Match  | STEVEN J. MAHERAS FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP      | 1) Students enrolled in the College of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences  
2) Pursuing a major or academic concentration in Environmental Health  
3) Must demonstrate interest in environmental health issues by active participation in student Environmental Health Assn, Colorado Environmental Health Assn, and/or National Environmental Health Assn  
4) Preference shall be given to students who demonstrate financial need as determined by the office of Financial Aid of Colorado State University (Scholarship may be renewable if the recipient continues to meet all criteria) | Undergraduate/Graduate | ERHS                   | Fall 2020 |
| Apply-To    | JAMES D. DeFELD - ROY BUCHAN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP | 1) Senior or graduate veterinary medical student  
2) Studies or research pertaining to animal work potentially benefiting human medical purposes  
3) Deserving and worthy student                                                                                       | Graduate       | ERHS                   | Fall 2020 |
| Apply-To    | COLORADO ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ASSN (CEHA) SCHOLARSHIP | 1) Enrolled in the Department of Environmental and Radiological Health Sciences in the College of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences  
2) Major in Radiological Health with Health Physics or Medical Health Physics Specializations  
3) Must demonstrate interest in environmental health issues by active participation in student Environmental Health Assn, Colorado Environmental Health Assn, and/or National Environmental Health Assn  
4) Preference shall be given to students who demonstrate financial need as determined by the office of Financial Aid of Colorado State University (Scholarship may be renewable if the recipient continues to meet all criteria) | Undergraduate/Graduate | ERHS                   | Fall 2020 |
| Apply-To    | KIRKE L. MARTIN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP      | 1) Must be a student enrolled in the College of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences  
2) Must be involved in the application of results from environmental health or microbiology research  
3) Has a demonstrated financial need  
4) Must be in good academic standing with CSU  
5) Secondary consideration to resident and/or postdoctoral Ph.D. student  
6) third consideration shall be given to a resident and/or postdoctoral DVM student | Graduate       | ERHS                   | Fall 2020 |
| Apply-To    | DR. WILLIAM K. RIDDELL MEMORIAL GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP | 1) Awarded to the best and brightest of the available graduate pool  
2) To support areas of research with prospect of success/impact within Health Service  
3) Financial need  
4) Possibility of renewal for second year                                                                                           | Graduate       | ERHS                   | Fall 2020 |
| Apply-To    | FLOYD CROSS MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP          | 1) Graduate student enrolled in Environmental and Radiological Health Sciences  
2) Must be involved in the application of results from environmental health or microbiology research  
3) Has a demonstrated financial need  
4) Must be in good academic standing with CSU  
5) Secondary consideration to resident and/or postdoctoral Ph.D. student  
6) third consideration shall be given to a resident and/or postdoctoral DVM student | Graduate       | ERHS                   | Fall 2020 |